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Two fundamental capabilities are needed to support content marketing: audience knowledge
and great content developers who use data to drive performance. Determine if you’ve got what
it takes – and what to do if you can’t meet those requirements today.
Content creation has historically been treated as an art form. At least it was until the Internet, the
democratization of publishing and the drive toward “content marketing” pushed brands to develop their own
content creation engines, resulting in a massive increase in content. These factors have created a pressing need to
apply data in the development process to maximize quality, targeting and impact of marketing content.
A few data points are helpful to understand the content explosion: 73% of B2B marketers are producing more content than last year; 58%
plan to increase their content budget this year, according to MarketingProfs. To reference one specific form of content, 51% of marketers
plan to produce infographics this year, vs. just 38% last year – that’s the biggest year-over-year increase for any content type.
The number one requirement of content in 2014 is that it functions in support of business goals. That carries a significant burden of
measurement, analysis, A/B testing, search engine optimization and more. Notice all those requirements speak to data-driven, scientific
disciplines. For these reasons, we believe the success of any content initiative today is more about science than art.
The art – elegant phrasing, logical organization, cause-and-effect presentation – is alive and well, but there are countless content
developers who have mastered that aspect of content creation. It’s the ability to mesh science with art that will make your content stand
apart. Read on for tangible strategies to drive results-oriented content creation – and see if your organization has what it takes to meet this
new standard.
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6 Strategies to Create Content for Marketing Results
Start with a goal and work backwards. Sales-ready leads. The marketing funnel. These are terms that sales and marketing
executives bandy about when discussing how their business is performing.
Since content development is being funded to contribute to marketing goals, its contribution to those goals will be measured, as will the
work of content developers. So get used to it and, even better, embrace it as the new world order in content development. Your content must
perform, or you won’t be the one developing content in the future.
Before embarking on any content development project, the required outcome should be the starting point to define the topic, content type
and format. Frequently used marketing goals include:
• Drive traffic and visibility to a website
• Create brand awareness and value
• Exhibit thought leadership in an industry or category
• Capture registrations for an event or asset
• Effect downloads of a content asset
• Advance a lead from one location in the funnel to another
With each of these goals, there are proven practices for content types and approaches:

GOAL

CONTENT TYPE

Drive traffic and visibility

Banner ad, video, blog, or news articles

Brand awareness

Video or blog

Thought leadership

Blog, white paper or ebook

Register for event or asset

E-book on contextually relevant topic

Download and engage

White paper

Advance a lead in the funnel

Webcast, e-book, white paper, trial product download
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Decide the one or two primary goals from the outset and you can start building a
content development plan. The next step on the road to success is to...

Erase the Line that Divides “Content”
and “Marketing”
Interact with enough corporate marketing organizations and you’ll find a common thread among those that struggle to achieve goals with
content: there’s the “content” organization and the “marketing” organization, and never the twain shall meet.
Where it exists, the dichotomy is a remnant of the era in which content was developed more or less in the eye of the writer, then passed
to a marketing organization with a mandate to drive performance. Or to put a lead-generation slant on the process, a corporate marketing
organization creates content that it believes will appeal to an audience, then hires a lead- generation firm to create leads with that content.
The lead-gen firm may or may not believe there’s any ability to drive leads – in fact, as often as not, the lead-gen firm believes the content
is more of a barrier than a source of engagement.

CONTENT AND MARKETING GO HAND IN HAND
The divide between content and marketing should not exist. Content that is created must drive leads down the
pipeline. But oftentimes, content is created and marketers are forced to work with it. That is ineffective when content
creators aren’t using data to figure out the preferences of their target audience.
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These examples highlight a sharp divide between content and marketing, which is odd because the two are completely dependent on each
other. High-performance content can’t be developed unless marketers can influence or even drive content plans based on their data- driven
knowledge of what an audience needs and responds to. For their part, content creators must morph into data experts and analysts who
study audience behavior and apply it directly to creating and optimizing content.

Apply Data for Quantitative Insights
The role of the content developer is evolving – to include marketer and data analyst. Content developers that successfully moved to web
publishing began to study Google search algorithm behavior and results, as well as their traffic logs and internal web performance data, to
determine what topics were of most interest, and most likely to engage, on their site and across the web. That was a healthy development
that spoke to increased alignment with the audience’s informational needs and habits. The end goal of those early analytics activities was
to get clicks on ungated content.
That was an interesting starting point, but most marketing content now requires a higher level of engagement and a greater degree of
sophistication in gathering, analyzing and responding to data. Here are several important data sources and how each can be used:
• Demographic/persona
- Content should be developed to address a professional role/responsibility and optimized for the business
challenges of such roles – line-of-business manager, financial executive and so on
• Location in funnel
- Content should be optimized for one of three locations in the marketing funnel – top, mid, bottom – and their
respective traits. At the top, content targets are in the earliest stages of knowledge and considering some action. At the
bottom, they’re close to making a decision.
• Behavioral
- Identify targets who are
consuming data on a given topic
on websites and from emails–and
direct the content that is most
relevant to them based on this
insight. If your content developers
aren’t asking for data-driven
insights into the audience – or
gathering that data themselves
– they aren’t developing content
that will further a marketing
agenda.
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Study the Market for Qualitative Insights
Could we add a little sentance here that is similar to the other sentences in blue on the other pages? It feels left out since
there's no bue on this page and there is on all the other pages. We could even afford to make it slightly loner since this
page is a little light when it comes to copy.
Back to the point raised above – content development remains at least one part art. Our intent isn’t to diminish the art, but to emphasize
that the creative process now requires augmentation with science and data.
Any experienced writer can tell you that delivering on the art – informative, authoritative, elegantly crafted content -- requires knowledge
of a topic developed over time, as well as good, and frequently exercised, writing skills. Still, there’s another element: direct, hands-on
research.

While data pulled from a system on audience interests and behavior is critical, it’s always going to be a rollup, a view of what a large
number of people are doing. There remains – and always will – a need to talk one on one with the individuals you’re creating content for.
Understand their issues, in their terms, on their timelines, in their organizations. Only they can express those so that another person can
respond to them.
Think of it as research or interviews, due diligence or just simply conversations. Whatever you call it, it’s fundamental to quality content
development. Talk to your audience and get inside their heads to ensure the content you develop delivers value to them on a personal level.
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Avoid the Predictable
Could we add a little sentance here that is similar to the other sentences in blue on the other pages? It feels left out since
there's no bue on this page and there is on all the other pages. We could even afford to make it slightly loner since this
page is a little light when it comes to copy.
Nod your head if the following white paper titles sound similar to white papers your organization has created – or that you’ve read – in the
last several months:
• 5 Ways To Get The Most Bang for Your Virtualization Buck
• 7 Must-Have Mobile Marketing Tips
• BYOD Best Practices for IT

These titles were made up for purposes of this discussion, though it’s very likely that if you entered them in Google, you’d find examples of
“content marketing” that use the same or very similar titles. These fictitious titles demonstrate a point about content development broadly:
in the zeal to pack titles with keywords and make them easily digestible, marketers have sacrificed their capacity to take a unique slant,
deliver original information or say something new.
Even if the above white papers were real, and they featured great content, they’re unlikely to prompt any engagement because their titles
are so unimaginative.
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It’s incumbent upon developers to come up with a unique spin when creating their content. Say something new, and promote it in your title,
cover page, webcast or video. It’s true that you should play to the popular topic categories and ensure your content can be found in Google.
But you must go further, and you must ensure you’ve got value and insight that can only be received by engaging with your content. Then
market that differentiated insight as your value add.

A CONTINUOUS LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Content creators need to be constantly analyzing their audience’s response to the content they create.
This is achieved using A/B testing, then looking at the analytics to determine the results. This testing
culture must be an integral part of a marketing organization.

Test, Analyze, Rinse and Repeat
It was posited earlier that content creators must become comfortable with – even embrace – analytics and data as disciplines that enhance
their ability to create content that resonates with an audience. The analytics required are not a one-time, or point-in-time, exercise. Instead,
they are an ongoing practice of studying audience response to content in order that the content can be tweaked, adapted and marketed
until the optimal information and promotional message can be found.
That’s not a trait of one individual or marketer – rather, it’s a discipline that either does or doesn’t exist in a marketing organization. It
requires measuring content from the outset by building plans based on a required outcome, creating and monitoring performance at
checkpoints along the way, then adapting it as the marketing effort plays out.
Few, if any, pieces of content will be a home run on the first promotional effort. Tweaking and evolution are central to the process, and they
must be embraced as part of a testing and analytics culture.
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Conclusion
It was posited earlier that content creators must become comfortable with – even embrace – analytics and data as disciplines that enhance
their ability to create content that resonates with an audience. The analytics required are not a one-time, or point-in-time, exercise. Instead,
they are an ongoing practice of studying audience response to content in order that the content can be tweaked, adapted and marketed
until the optimal information and promotional message can be found.
That’s not a trait of one individual or marketer – rather, it’s a discipline that either does or doesn’t exist in a marketing organization. It
requires measuring content from the outset by building plans based on a required outcome, creating and monitoring performance at
checkpoints along the way, then adapting it as the marketing effort plays out.
Few, if any, pieces of content will be a home run on the first promotional effort. Tweaking and evolution are central to the process, and they
must be embraced as part of a testing and analytics culture.
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